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Identification of antimicrobial peptides by using eigenvectors
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Antibacterial peptides are subject to broad research 
due to their potential application and the benefit they 
can provide for a wide range of diseases. In this work, a 
mathematical-computational method, called the Polarity 
Vector Method, is introduced that has a high discrimi-
native level (>70%) to identify peptides associated with 
Gram (–) bacteria, Gram (+) bacteria, cancer cells, fungi, 
insects, mammalian cells, parasites, and viruses, taken 
from the Antimicrobial Peptides Database. This super-
vised method uses only eigenvectors from the incident 
polar matrix of the group studied. It was verified with 
a comparative study with another extensively verified 
method developed previously by our team, the Polar-
ity Index Method. The number of positive hits of both 
methods was up to 98% in all the tests conducted.
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INTRODUCTION

The manufacture of pharmaceutical drugs (Blundell 
et al., 2006; Ekins, 2004; Ekins et al., 2007; Kantard-
jieff & Rupp, 2004; Readhead & Dudley, 2013) from 
proteins made or identified by “bioinformatics meth-
ods” is strategically important mainly for two reasons: 
the experimental location of peptides in living organ-
isms is less frequent every time, and the costs involved 
in their synthesis and trial and error assays (Adams & 
Brantner, 2006; Bahar & Ren, 2013; Breda et al., 2006; 
Dudley et al., 2011) is constantly increasing. These two 
factors have given an impulse to design a new genera-
tion of mathematical-computational algorithms, oriented 
to measure the characteristic physico-chemical profiles 
(Gill et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2012; Vilar et al., 2008) of 
different groups of proteins and thus “computationally” 
build peptides by design. Among the different bioinfor-
matics methods, the Polarity Index Method (PIM) (Po-
lanco & Samaniego, 2009; Polanco et al., 2012; 2013; 
2013a; 2014; 2014a; 2014b; 2014c; 2014d) stands out for 
its high level of efficiency to identify the major action 
of proteins with antimicrobial action (>75% in a dou-
ble blind test). The metric of this method is based on 
a polar matrix, which is built by counting the polar in-
cidents of the amino acids forming the linear sequence 
of a protein. Although this polar matrix is the core of 
the PIM metrics, an equally effective matrix has been 
identified from the eigenspace of the polar matrix of the 
studied group (Poole, 2011; Sahai & Bist, 2002). In this 
work, method called “Polarity Vector Method” (PVM) is 
presented, which uses as a metric an eigenvector matrix. 
With the substitution of the polar matrix by an eigen-

vector matrix, this variant shows that the mathematical 
substitute is equally efficient. Another important aspect 
to highlight is that both methods, PIM and PVM, use 
in the metric a single physico-chemical property, i.e. po-
larity (Pauling, 1955). The verification of this method 
was done by comparing the results found in PIM and 
PVM, taking the main antimicrobial peptides from the 
APD2 Database, as accessed in December, 2012 (Wang 
& Wang, 2009). This public database undergoes constant 
maintenance and it includes the notes of the publications 
that support the information; these were important fac-
tors considered in the selection of the group of peptides 
used to train the methods mentioned.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The eight main groups of antibacterial peptides from 
the APD2 Database (Dec 2012) (Wang & Wang, 2009) 
were tested in the automated versions of the mathemati-
cal-computational Polarity Index Method (PIM) and Po-
larity Vector Method (PVM). The first has already been 
extensively tested with different groups of peptides and 
proteins (Polanco & Samaniego, 2009; Polanco et al., 
2012; 2013; 2013a; 2014; 2014a; 2014b; 2014c; 2014d), 
the second will be introduced in this paper.

Polarity Index Method Metrics

In summary, the metric of the supervised method 
called Polarity Index method (PIM) (Polanco & Sam-
aniego, 2009; Polanco et al., 2012; 2013; 2013a; 2014; 
2014a; 2014b; 2014c; 2014d) required a data training 
set formed by the amino acid sequences experimentally 
identified by the pattern of interest. This data training 
set with the protein sequences formed by the amino 
acids, was translated to its numerical equivalence from 
the rule: {P+, P-, N, NP}: P-={D, E}, P+={H, K, R}, 
NP={A, F, I, L, M, P, V, W}, and N={C, G, N, Q, S, 
T, Y} (Timberlake, 1992).

Afterward, the polar incidents obtained from reading 
the sequences from left to right, number by number, 
were registered in a polar incident matrix called the po-
lar matrix, where (row, column)=(number equivalent A, 
number equivalent B). Once the incidents were record-
ed in the matrix, this was normalized (Table 1). Note 
that this matrix informs as to which polar interaction is 
more/less frequent from the 16 possibilities available. 
Then, the PIM compared the polar interaction between 
the polar matrix of the training set and the sequence of 
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the group being studied, to determine whether the se-
quence studied was similar to that particular group.

Example

In order to evaluate if the peptide has the profile 
of the training set, let us take the following protein: 
MSLLTEVETYVLSIIPSGPLKAEIAQRLEDVFAG-
KNTDLEVLMEWLKTRPILSPLTKGILGFVFTLT-
VPSERGLQRRRFVQNALNGNGDPNNMDKAVK-
LYRKLKREITFHGAKEISLSYSAGALASCMGLIYN-
RMGAVTTEVAFGLVCATCEQIADSQHRSHRQM-
VTTTNPLIRHENRMVLASTTAKAMEQMAGSSE-
Q A A E A M E V A S Q A R Q M V Q A M R T I G T H P S S -
SAGLKNDLLENLQAYQKRMGVQMQRFK (taken 
from the Example section, Polanco et al., 2014d) and 
follow these steps:

The numerical equivalent is obtained according to the 
rule mentioned above
1. 434432423344344433441424431422444313324244424

413144434431344344434344321343111443344333324
334214414311411243413412434333434443343443314
344332444344343323442331131134433334441123144
443334144234433323442442443341344344134331433
343413244234343311434343141.

2. This sequence (step 1) is read from left to right, the 
first element is (4,3), the second element is (3,4) (note 
this element appears when one position is run to the 
right). The element (4,3) is recorded in the polar ma-
trix in row 4, column 3; the second element (3,4) is 
recorded in the same matrix in row 3, column 4, and 
so on until all incidents are recorded; this matrix will 
be called A [i, j].

3. The same procedure is conducted for the training set 
representing the characteristic sought, gathering all in-
cidences in a matrix; this matrix will be called P [i, j].

4. Both matrices A [i, j] and P [i, j] are weighted.
5. Matrix C[i,j] is created; C[i,j]=A[i,j] + P[i,j].
6. Now the C [i, j] matrix has as elements the normal-

ized relative frequencies of the sequence studied, and 
the P [i, j] matrix has as elements the normalized 
relative frequencies from the training set. In order to 
compare them, two vectors are built for each one of 
them, sorting their elements in an ascending order, 
and instead of using their relative frequencies, the po-
sition they have in each vector is used.

7. Step 6 is also applied to the P [i, j] matrix compar-
ing both vectors. The greater the number of hits, the 
greater the similarity between the two sequences.
In this step a percentage of similarity is determined, if 

the peptide or protein has an equal or a greater percent-
age, the sequence is accepted.

Polar Vector Method metrics

The metrics of the supervised method called the Po-
larity Vector Method (PVM) had the comparison struc-
ture of PIM but replaced the polar matrix by the eigen-
vector matrix (Table 3). This matrix was built as follows:
1. The four eigenvectors (Hait, 2002; Poole, 2011; Sahai 

& Bist, 2002) of each polar matrix group were calcu-
lated (Table 1). These four eigenvectors (v1, v2, v3, v4) 
were then integrated into a 4×4 matrix, where v1 was 
the first column, v2 the second, v3 the third and v4 the 
last column (Table 2). The 16 elements of this ma-
trix were placed in an ascending order by the follow-
ing rule: Since z1=a + bi, and z2=c + di, where a, b, c 
and d are real numbers, and i is an imaginary identity. 
z1=z2 ⇔ a=c and b=d; z1≥z2 ⇔ if a≥c and b≥d; z1<z2 
⇔ if a<c and b≤d.

2. These 16 elements (step1) were grouped to form tri-
plets in this way: (order, a+bi, old position); where “or-
der” was the position occupied by number “a+bi”, 
(order=1 for the smallest a+bi and 16 for the largest 
a+bi); and “old position” was the place the a+bi ele-
ment had in the matrix (Table 2) (step 1). For in-
stance, taking the matrix of the fungi group (Ta-
ble 2), this procedure shows the following triplets: (1, 
–0.905484+0.000000i,8),(2, –0.848264+0.000000i,3),…
,(16, 0.660015+0.000000i, 14).

3. Then a straight line for the group studied was ana-
lytically built, taking its maximun frequency (ymax) and 
its minimum frequency (ymin) from the polar matrix 
(Table 1), where f(x)=m(x-xmax) + ymax; m=(ymax-ymin)/
(xmax-xmin); xmax=16 and xmin=1; and thus obtaining 
16 ordered pairs (xi,f(xi)). For instance, taking the 
fungi group (Table1), the corresponding equation is 
f(x)=(0.143232-0.004617)/15)(x-16) + 0.143232, re-
sulting in 16 pairs with this order: (1, 0.004617), (2, 
0.013858),…, (16, 0.143232).

4. If “order” (step 2)=xi (step 3), then the pair generated 
was (old position, f(xi)). These 16 ordered pairs form 
the eigenvector matrix (Table 3) when the values f(xi) 
are allocated to the “old position” place in the matrix.

Phase Portrait

The eigenvalues of each of the eight antimicrobial pep-
tide groups from the APD2 database (Dec 2012) (Wang 
& Wang, 2009) were calculated by the Bluebit Software 
http://www.bluebit.gr/, accessed Nov 26, 2014 (Hait, 
2002), and then were plotted with the GNU Octave 
http://www.gnu.org/software/octave/doc/interpreter 
(Eaton et al., 2009). The analysis of the portrait phase 
considered the spatial distribution of the eigenvalues for 
each group. An eigenvector matrix was calculated for each 
peptide, as well as its four complex eigenvalues. The real 
part of each complex eigenvalue was located in the X-axis 
and its imaginary part in the Y-axis (Figs. 1–8).

APD2 Database

The selected antimicrobial peptide groups from the 
APD2 Database (Dec 2012) (Wang & Wang, 2009), 
were verified to make sure if any of their representa-
tive sequences were included in another group. Avoid-
ing duplication of peptides provided a more accurate 
fingerprint of the group studied, minimizing false posi-
tives and false negatives, and raising the level of effi-
ciency of the method. It should be noted that this filter 
reduced the number of the peptides studied to almost 
60%. The number of peptides analyzed was 1146 with 
the following distribution: 131 for Gram (–) bacteria, 
260 for Gram (+)bacteria, 54 for cancer cells, 527 for 
fungi, 7 for insects, 93 for mammalian cells, 20 for par-
asites, and 54 for viruses. There are other groups of 
antimicrobial peptides in this database, however, their 
number and relevance to compare the efficiency of the 
methods were not meaningful; therefore, they were not 
included. There are also at least 15 other public data-
bases, some of them are general and others specialized; 
however, to assess the efficiency of the PVM it was 
decided to analyze the antimicrobial peptides for the 
importance they have in the production of new phar-
maceutical drugs.

Test Trial

Polarity Index Method (PIM) was calibrated with 
the polar matrix (Table 1) and Polarity Vector Method 
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(PVM) with the eigenvector matrix (Table 3) for each 
antimicrobial group in the APD2 Database (Dec 2012) 
(Wang & Wang, 2009). Afterward, the percentage of 
efficiency for both methods was determined by com-
paring the target group with the group studied, and 
with the other groups extracted (Table 4). Additional-

ly, the coincidence of each protein accepted or reject-
ed by both methods was also evaluated (see Appen-
dices A–H at www.actabp.pl); i.e. both methods were 
calibrated with one of the groups (Table 4) (training 
set) and were tested with the others (test sets), and 
this procedure was conducted for each group studied.

Table 1. Incident polar matrix calculated by the Polarity Index Method (PIM) (see Polarity Index Method Metrics section), for the anti-
microbial peptide groups from the APD2 Database (Dec 2012) (Wang & Wang, 2009).

Polar matrix

Gram (+) bacteria P+ P- N NP

P+ 0.022799 0.008608 0.057462 0.043504

P- 0.005932 0.002094 0.015703 0.019193

N 0.060254 0.012911 0.176806 0.160172

NP 0.045597 0.018030 0.161103 0.159591

Gram (-) bacteria P+ P- N NP

P+ 0.023045 0.012187 0.056282 0.069798

P- 0.011744 0.004653 0.018170 0.022601

N 0.057833 0.016397 0.144472 0.142699

NP 0.069798 0.025039 0.138710 0.157545

Viruses P+ P- N NP

P+ 0.027231 0.007960 0.056975 0.059908

P- 0.005865 0.002933 0.028069 0.020528

N 0.073733 0.025136 0.205279 0.134059

NP 0.046502 0.022204 0.143276 0.117721

Parasites P+ P- N NP

P+ 0.033254 0.009501 0.068884 0.049881

P- 0.010689 0.005938 0.019002 0.027316

N 0.054632 0.024941 0.174584 0.137767

NP 0.064133 0.021378 0.130641 0.143705

Insects P+ P- N NP

P+ 0.042857 0.014286 0.078571 0.078571

P- 0.007143 0.007143 0.021429 0.025000

N 0.053571 0.014286 0.100000 0.125000

NP 0.107143 0.028571 0.092857 0.178571

Mammalian Cells P+ P- N NP

P+ 0.022883 0.010297 0.056064 0.076278

P- 0.007246 0.000763 0.012204 0.023265

N 0.050725 0.011060 0.086575 0.135393

NP 0.087338 0.022121 0.131579 0.230740

Fungi P+ P- N NP

P+ 0.035794 0.013622 0.078199 0.061898

P- 0.011684 0.004617 0.023368 0.017555

N 0.075349 0.019607 0.143232 0.134454

NP 0.065261 0.018467 0.131946 0.134910

Cancer cells P+ P- N NP

P+ 0.016271 0.010847 0.042712 0.061695

P- 0.012203 0.006102 0.025763 0.006102

N 0.051525 0.021017 0.195932 0.136949

NP 0.054237 0.016271 0.134915 0.170847
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RESULTS

The PIM and PVM methods (Table 4) show a high 
affinity to identify the group studied (>70%) and are 
discriminative against other groups. The analysis of 

each sequence, individually evaluated by both meth-
ods, shows a coincidence higher than 98% (Appendi-
ces A–H at www.actabp.pl); therefore, it can be stated 
that both methods are equivalent.

Table 2. Eigenvectors (vi) calculated by the Bluebit Software http://www.bluebit.gr/, accessed Nov 26, 2014 (Hait, 2002), from the 
polar matrix (Table 1) of each peptide group from the APD2 Database (Dec 2012) (Wang & Wang, 2009), (see Item 1, Polarity Vector 
Method Metrics section).

Eigenvectors from the polar matrix

Gram (+) bacteria v1 v2 v3 v4

0.216818+0.000000i 0.598261+0.000000i -0.618116+0.000000i -0.556458+0.000000i

0.073043+0.000000i -0.167398+0.000000i 0.468525+0.000000i -0.627495+0.000000i

0.708651+0.000000i 0.435142+0.000000i 0.506082+0.000000i 0.479056+0.000000i

0.667435+0.000000i -0.651700+0.000000i -0.377224+0.000000i -0.259056+0.000000i

Gram (-) bacteria v1 v2 v3 v4

-0.288445+0.000000i -0.336067+0.000000i 0.896464+0.000000i 0.069243+0.000000i

-0.097335+0.000000i -0.224416+0.000000i -0.230048+0.000000i -0.884079+0.000000i

-0.656654+0.000000i 0.750342+0.000000i 0.037634+0.000000i -0.286375+0.000000i

-0.690022+0.000000i -0.523147+0.000000i -0.376849+0.000000i 0.362765+0.000000i

Viruses v1 v2 v3 v4

0.258017+0.000000i 0.763161+0.000000i 0.763161+0.000000i -0.234183+0.000000i

0.105471+0.000000i -0.167749+0.133205i -0.167749-0.133205i -0.956391+0.000000i

0.768635+0.000000i -0.355820-0.290217i -0.355820+0.290217i 0.113722+0.000000i

0.575763+0.000000i 0.148042+0.372761i 0.148042-0.372761i 0.132449+0.000000i

Parasites v1 v2 v3 v4

0.282287+0.000000i 0.609505+0.000000i 0.609505+0.000000i -0.010177+0.000000i

0.106931+0.000000i -0.287230-0.114225i -0.287230+0.114225i -0.993330+0.000000i

0.712082+0.000000i 0.237653+0.341110i 0.237653-0.341110i 0.089027+0.000000i

0.633892+0.000000i -0.481222-0.358533i -0.481222+0.358533i 0.072565+0.000000i

Insects v1 v2 v3 v4

0.385473+0.000000i 0.644822+0.000000i 0.644822+0.000000i 0.417758+0.000000i

0.109107+0.000000i 0.069113+0.197119i 0.069113-0.197119i -0.871145+0.000000i

0.547585+0.000000i 0.169515+0.432305i 0.169515-0.432305i 0.161319+0.000000i

0.734613+0.000000i -0.473112+0.317983i -0.473112+0.317983i -0.201396+0.000000i

Mammalian cells v1 v2 v3 v4

0.284377+0.000000i 0.837276+0.000000i 0.837276+0.000000i 0.496367+0.000000i

0.079361+0.000000i 0.347860+0.222396i 0.347860-0.222396i -0.228493+0.000000i

0.492869+0.000000i 0.013855+0.046164i 0.013855-0.046164i 0.636628+0.000000i

0.818481+0.000000i -0.351835-0.048897i -0.351835+0.048897i -0.544166+0.000000i

Fungi v1 v2 v3 v4

-0.341511+0.000000i -0.626062+0.000000i -0.848264+0.000000i -0.244428+0.000000i

-0.101370+0.000000i -0.318251+0.000000i -0.079870+0.000000i -0.905484+0.000000i

-0.678005+0.000000i -0.266727+0.000000i 0.517107+0.000000i 0.335880+0.000000i

-0.642964+0.000000i 0.660015+0.000000i -0.081671+0.000000i -0.086822+0.000000i

Cancer cells v1 v2 v3 v4

-0.222751+0.000000i -0.770622+0.000000i -0.433813+0.000000i 0.274795+0.000000i

-0.075727+0.000000i 0.616004+0.000000i -0.882999+0.000000i -0.231170+0.000000i

-0.718040+0.000000i 0.022753+0.000000i 0.121349+0.000000i -0.669551+0.000000i

-0.655032+0.000000i 0.161749+0.000000i 0.131887+0.000000i 0.650191+0.000000i
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The spatial distribution of the eigenvectors of each 
group studied is not discriminative (Figs 1–8), as in all 
groups the cumulus is located in quadrants I and II, 
except in the insects group that is located in quadrant 
I (Fig. 7).

DISCUSSION

Although in practical terms the Polarity Vector Meth-
od is equally discriminative as the Polarity Index Meth-
od, it is important to note that it includes in its met-

Table 3. Eigenvectors matrix calculated (see Items 1 & 2, Polarity Vector Method Metrics section) by peptide groups from the APD2 
Database (Dec 2012) (Wang & Wang, 2009).

Eigenvectors matrix

Gram (+) bacteria P+ P- N NP

P+ 0.033333 0.054167 0.008333 0.012500

P- 0.029167 0.025000 0.041667 0.004167

N 0.062500 0.037500 0.050000 0.045833

NP 0.058333 0.000001 0.016667 0.020833

Gram (-) bacteria P+ P- N NP

P+ 0.076845 0.067878 0.157545 0.130645

P- 0.112712 0.103745 0.094778 0.023045

N 0.040978 0.148578 0.121678 0.085812

NP 0.032012 0.049945 0.058912 0.139612

Viruses P+ P- N NP

P+ 0.151320 0.178300 0.191789 0.043402

P- 0.083871 0.070382 0.056892 0.002933

N 0.205279 0.016423 0.029912 0.097361

NP 0.164810 0.137830 0.124341 0.110851

Parasites P+ P- N

P+ 0.129612 0.140855 0.152098 0.062153

P- 0.095883 0.039667 0.050910 0.005938

N 0.174584 0.118369 0.107126 0.084639

NP 0.163341 0.017181 0.028424 0.073396

Insects P+ P- N NP

P+ 0.121428 0.155714 0.167142 0.132857

P- 0.075714 0.064286 0.052857 0.007143

N 0.144285 0.110000 0.098571 0.087143

NP 0.178571 0.018572 0.030000 0.041429

Mammalian Cells P+ P- N NP

P+ 0.108086 0.215408 0.230740 0.169413

P- 0.092754 0.138749 0.123417 0.046758

N 0.154081 0.077422 0.062090 0.184745

NP 0.200076 0.016095 0.031427 0.000763

Fungi P+ P- N NP

P+ 0.050822 0.041581 0.013858 0.078545

P- 0.087786 0.060063 0.115509 0.004617

N 0.023099 0.069304 0.133991 0.124750

NP 0.032340 0.143232 0.097027 0.106268

Cancer cells P+ P- N NP

P+ 0.094689 0.018757 0.069379 0.170621

P- 0.107345 0.183277 0.006102 0.082034

N 0.031413 0.120000 0.132655 0.044068

NP 0.056723 0.157966 0.145311 0.195932
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Figure 1. Spatial distribution of the eigenvalues (see Phase 
Portrait section, Appendix I at www.actabp.pl) of the Gram (+) 
bacteria group from the APD2 Database accessed in December 
2012 (Wang & Wang, 2009). 
The X-axis corresponds to the real part of the eigenvalue, and the 
Y-axis to its imaginary part.

Figure 2. Spatial distribution of the eigenvalues (see Phase 
Portrait section, Appendix J at www.actabp.pl) of the Gram (–) 
bacteria group from the APD2 Database accessed in December 
2012 (Wang & Wang, 2009). 
The X-axis corresponds to the real part of the eigenvalue, and the 
Y-axis to its imaginary part.

Figure 3. Spatial distribution of the eigenvalues (see Phase Por-
trait section, Appendix K at www.actabp.pl) of the virus group 
from the APD2 Database accessed in December 2012 (Wang & 
Wang, 2009). 
The X-axis corresponds to the real part of the eigenvalue, and the 
Y-axis to its imaginary part.

Figure 4. Spatial distribution of the eigenvalues (see Phase 
Portrait section, Appendix L at www.actabp.pl) of the parasite 
group from the APD2 Database accessed in December 2012 
(Wang & Wang, 2009). 
The X-axis corresponds to the real part of the eigenvalue, and the 
Y-axis to its imaginary part.

Figure 5. Spatial distribution of the eigenvalues (see Phase Por-
trait section, Appendix M at www.actabp.pl) of the insect group 
from the APD2 Database accessed in December 2012 (Wang & 
Wang, 2009). 
The X-axis corresponds to the real part of the eigenvalue, and the 
Y-axis to its imaginary part.

Figure 6. Spatial distribution of the eigenvalues (see Phase Por-
trait section, Appendix N at www.actabp.pl) of the mammalian 
cells group from APD2 Database accessed in December 2012 
(Wang & Wang, 2009). 
The X-axis corresponds to the real part of the eigenvalue, and the 
Y-axis to its imaginary part.
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rics the eigenvectors of the polarity matrix studied. This 
made possible to study the span of eigenspace, showing 
that although the eigenvectors (v) and eigenvalues (λ) of 

the system are related from the expression Av=λv, ac-
cording to the results, the eigenvalues are not effective 
discriminants. This can be attributed to the fact that 

Figure 7. Spatial distribution of the eigenvalues (see Phase Por-
trait section, Appendix O at www.actabp.pl) of the fungi group 
from the APD2 Database accessed in December 2012 (Wang & 
Wang, 2009). 
The X-axis corresponds to the real part of the eigen-
value, and the Y-axis to its imaginary part.

Figure 8. Spatial distribution of the eigenvalues (see Phase Por-
trait section, Appendix P at www.actabp.pl) of the cancer cells 
group from the APD2 Database accessed in December 2012 
(Wang & Wang, 2009). 
The X-axis corresponds to the real part of the eigenvalue, and the 
Y-axis to its imaginary part.

Table 4. Percentage of hits calculated by the Polarity Index Method (PIM) (see Polarity Index Method Metrics section) and Polarity 
Vector Method (PVM) (see Polarity Vector Method section), for the eight groups of antimicrobial peptides from the ADP2 database 
(Dec 2012) (Wang & Wang, 2009).

Matches by antimicrobial group

Gram (+) Bacteria Gram (–) Bacteria Viruses Parasites Insects Mammalian cells Fungi Cancer cells

Gram (+) Bacteria

PIM 71 47 31 40 14 44 45 41

PVM 72 37 17 30 14 35 33 31

Gram (-) Bacteria

PIM 53 70 39 35 29 48 44 44

PVM 47 70 59 55 43 69 58 56

Viruses

PIM 40 23 72 30 14 22 24 30

PVM 24 17 69 25 0 28 18 22

Parasites

PIM 8 5 6 70 0 5 6 11

PVM 7 5 6 80 0 6 6 13

Insects

PIM 0 0 0 0 86 0 0 0

PVM 0 0 0 0 86 0 0 0

Mammalian cells

PIM 32 27 15 20 0 72 31 31

PVM 25 32 22 30 29 72 36 24

Fungi

PIM 64 65 54 30 43 66 71 39

PVM 54 57 50 40 29 57 71 43

Cancer cells

PIM 8 18 24 20 14 17 11 70

PVM 23 27 37 30 0 28 22 72
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each eigenvalue (λ: complex number) is associated with 
an eigenvector (v: vector column formed by four com-
plex numbers); in this sense, the exhaustive character of 
the metric formed by the eigenvectors shows a regular-
ity that is lost when the eigenvalues are compared. Fur-
thermore, the metric of the Polarity Vector Method does 
not depend on previous calculations, therefore, its execu-
tion with high-performance computational architectures 
makes it possible to predict the affinity of a peptide or 
protein in a processing time tp/n, where “n” is the num-
ber of computer processors.

PVM depends on a single physico-chemical property, 
polarity, that quantifies the electromagnetic balance of 
the protein. It originates from the electronegativity of 
the valence electrons in the constituent amino acids. Li-
nus Pauling (Pauling, 1955) defined the “electronegativ-
ity” as: the affinity between the electrons in a covalent 
bond. This property has been verified as “necessary and 
sufficient” to efficiently identify the major association 
of a protein. Although there are other physico-chemical 
properties that have been used together as a metric i.e., 
hydrophobicity (Borgese & Fasana, 2011), isoelectric 
point (Kidman et al., 2004), and net charge (Shaw et al., 
2001) among others; it was important to find a physico-
chemical property capable to describe the activity of a 
protein by itself, which would give an impulse to basic 
science and will allow the cleaning of bioinformatics 
codes used for this purpose.

This bioinformatics product can contribute to the 
computational and structural proteomics research. The 
performance of the method is high, and using a single 
physico-chemical property could enable scholars to gain 
a deeper insight about polarity. This fundamental prop-
erty of matter, strengthens the field of bioinformatics 
since its metric adapts smoothly to parallel and distribut-
ed processing schemes, making possible the assessment 
of all peptides and proteins in the public databases.

Finally, it is worth mentioning the importance of en-
couraging the creation and use of public databases, as a 
significant part of basic research is founded on the avail-
ability of free and updated information that is carefully 
revised. This has been mainly the reason for using the 
APD2 database for many years.

CONCLUSIONS

The Polarity Vector Method is a robust and highly 
discriminative method that can be used as a “first filter” 
in the identification of antimicrobial peptides. Its pro-
gramming scheme also allows its execution with high-
performance computing platforms for the comprehen-
sive analysis of peptide regions.

Availability

The F77 programs, test source files and scripts for 
both methods (PIM and PVM) are available from the 
author by request (polanco@unam.mx).
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